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The ultrafast behavior of the ferrous heme f from cytochrome b6f complex of oxygenic photosynthesis is revealed by
means of transient absorption spectroscopy. Benefiting from the use of microfluidic technologies for handling the sample
as well as from a complementary frame-by-frame analysis of the heme dynamics, the different relaxation mechanisms
from vibrationally excited states are disentangled and monitored via the shifts of the heme -absorption band. Under 520
nm laser excitation, about 85 % of the heme f undergoes pulse-limited photo-oxidation (< 100 fs), with the electron
acceptor being most probably one of the adjacent aromatic amino acid residues. After charge recombination in 5.3 ps, the
residual excess energy is dissipated in 3.6 ps. In a parallel pathway, the remaining 15 % of the hemes directly relax from
their excited state in 2.5 ps. In contrast to a vast variety of heme-proteins, including the homologous heme c1 from the
cytochrome bc1 complex, there is no evidence that heme f photo-dissociates from its axial ligands. Due to its unique
binding, with histidine and an unusual tyrosine as axial ligands, the heme f exemplifies a dependence of ultrafast dynamics
on the structural environment.

Introduction
The cytochrome (cyt) b6f complex plays a central role in the
oxygenic photosynthetic apparatus of all plants, green algae,
and cyanobacteria. It mediates electron transport between the
photosystem I and II reaction center complexes while creating
1
an electrochemical gradient across the thylakoid membrane.
The electrochemical potential gradient that is generated
provides the free energy for ATP synthesis, the universal
energy currency in living organisms. The overall structure and
physiological functions of the cyt b6f complex are similar to its
homologue cyt bc1 in mitochondria and photosynthetic
2, 3
bacteria.
Cyt b6f is, however, more complex as it contains
additional prosthetic groups i.e. one molecule each of carotene (Car), chlorophyll a (Chl a) and an additional c-type
heme, called heme cn, on the electrochemically negative (n)
1
side of the complex in each monomer (Figure 1). The b6f
complex has a symmetric dimeric structure in which the
monomer is comprised of five key components that are
directly involved in the electron transport pathway:
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Figure 1: Backbone structure and prosthetic groups of the cytochrome b6f complex.
4
The crystallographic data is taken from the 2E74.pdb file.

(1) Heme f which is located in the thylakoid lumen and serves
as electron donor for the reduction of plastocyanin, or of
cytochrome c under environmental conditions of low copper
content.
(2) The Rieske [2Fe-2S] iron-sulfur cluster which mediates
electron transfer between the quinol at the Qp (quinone
binding site on the electrochemically positive side of the
membrane) site and heme f via a series of conformational
5, 6
changes.
(3, 4) Hemes bn and bp on the electrochemically negative and
positive sides of the membrane mediate electron transfer
1
between the quinone binding sites, Qn and Qp, respectively;
(5) Heme cn, which is ligated within 4Å of a propionate of
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heme bn,
is a major component of the n-side electron
10
transfer pathway. Possible functions for the additional carotene (Car) and Chlorophyll a (Chl a) molecule present in
each monomer of the complex (Figure 1) have been
11-13
discussed.
As in the organization of heme c1 in the cyt bc1 complex, heme
f in the b6f complex is covalently attached to the protein by
two cysteinyl residues. However, the heme f has as axial
ligands a tyrosine (Tyr 1) and a histidine (His 26) (Figure 2)
instead of a methionine (Met) and a histidine (His) as is the
14
case in cyt bc1. The axial ligands of heme f are unusual as the
Tyr 1 ligation utilizes the N-terminal amino acid of the
cytochrome polypeptide. This structural specificity confers the
heme f with unique ultrafast dynamics.
The ultrafast behaviour, specifically, the relaxation of photo15-17
excited hemes, has been the subject of extensive study.
Ultrafast analysis can describe the short-lived local electronic
and nuclear modifications that underlie physiological
processes, and can elucidate the initial mechanisms and local
structural and electronic modifications that influence the
functions of the protein complex. For example, the ultrafast
response of the cyt bc1 complex has recently been resolved.
The study revealed that, while most ferrous heme-proteins
15, 17-21
undergo photo-dissociation of one of their axial ligands,
the b-hemes in the cyt bc1 complex undergo an unusual photo20
induced oxidation. The aim of the present study is to resolve
the ultrafast response of the heme f in the cyt b6f complex and
14
to understand the effects of the unique binding configuration
on its ultrafast behaviour and the possible relation to its
overall physiological function.
Similar to the approach taken in the previous work on cyt
20
bc1, the present study also focuses on the -band in the 550560 nm spectral region rather than on the more intense Soret
band as the Soret band is spectrally congested in the
cytochrome b6f complex due to the presence of multiple
heme-types, as well as the Car and Chl a. Like the Soret band,
the -band is also sensitive to changes in the electronic state
and coordination of the hemes. The
-band region
consequently offers a clearer window for studying the ultrafast
behaviours of the heme. The particularity of the present work
not only reside in the monitoring of unusual photo-oxidation
processes within heme-proteins, but also resides in the
analytical method which is to complement common global
exponential fitting of the data set by a detailed spectral fitting
at each single time delay. Indeed, global fitting methods fall
short when it comes to disentangling gradual spectral changes.
However, successive spectral fitting of each data taken
(spectrum at each delay times), even if based on particular
models, allows to clearly resolve the dynamics of the bandshifts.

Material and Methods
Purification of Cytochrome b6f Complex: Active dimeric
cytochrome b6f complex was isolated from leaves of Spinacea
22
as previously described. Briefly ~400 g of baby spinach leaves

Figure 2: Structure of heme f showing the axial amino acid ligands, the N-terminal Tyr 1
and His 26 as well as additional aromatic residues closest to it (Trp 4 and Tyr 161 in C.reinhardtii) as well as its axial amino acid ligands, the N-terminal Tyr 1 and His 26. The
4
crystallographic data is taken from the 2E74.pdb file.

in early growth phase were macerated in grinding buffer (TrisHCl, 50 mM, pH 7.5; NaCl, 100 mM; sucrose 200 mM; protease
inhibitors) at 4°C and the homogenate was filtered and
centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 30 min (4°C) to obtain
chloroplasts.The chloroplasts were osmotically shocked (10
mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 at 4°C, and protease inhibitors) and
washed with 2 M NaBr (in Tris 10 mM, pH 8.0 at 4°C), and
centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 30 min (4°C). The resulting pellet
was resuspended in TNE-sucrose buffer (Tris-HCl 30 mM, pH
7.5, NaCl 50 mM, EDTA 1 mM, 10% sucrose and protease
inhibitors). Detergent extraction was performed with 0.9%
octyl glucoside and 0.1% sodium cholate at a chlorophyll-a
concentration of 2 mg/ml for 25 minutes at room
temperature. Insoluble material was removed by ultracentrifugation at 300 000 x g for 45 min at 4°C. The
supernatant was further enriched in cyt b6f by precipitation of
contaminating proteins with 35% ammonium sulfate and ultracentrifugation at 300 000 x g for 20 min at 4°C. Cyt b6f in the
supernatant was purified by propyl-agarose hydrophobic
column chromatography with 0.05% undecyl maltoside (UDM).
Cyt b6f monomer and dimer were separated by a 10-32%
22
sucrose density gradient centrifugation . Dimeric cyt b6f
complex was concentrated and the buffer exchanged to TNEUDM (0.05%). The subunit composition of the b6f preparation
was assessed by SDS-PAGE, CN-PAGE, and redox difference
spectra using standard procedures (data not shown). All assays
were performed in 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl, 0.2
mM EDTA, and 0.04 % UDM. The electron transport activity of
the dimeric complex, 150 -200 electrons/cyt f
sec, was
assessed using decyl-plastoquinol as electron donor and
23
Chlamydomonas plastocyanin as electron acceptor.
Sample handling for kinetic measurements: The sample was
24
housed in a microfluidic flow-cell,
while in aerobic
conditions. In brief, the flow-cell requires a minimal sample
volume of only ~250 L that flows into a fixed square quartz
silica capillary of 0.5-mm path-length and 0.25-mm thick
window. The flow is generated by a flow-through friction
based (turbisc) micro-pump from the Swiss Center for
25
Electronics and Microtechnology (CSEM). Enclosed bubbles
are removed from the circuit via a decantation chamber. The
generated flow of ~0.1 mL/s is sufficient to refresh the sample
for each laser shot at 1 kHz repetition rate. The oxidation state
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of the hemes as well as the possible degradation of the
complexes is directly monitored by recording their steadystate absorbance through the white light continuum of the
probe beam.
Transient absorption spectroscopy: The 800-nm output of a 1
kHz regenerative amplifier is used to pump a home-made
visible non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA, see
26
ref. for a detailed description) producing the ~40 fs, 520-nm
pump pulses with a full-width-half-maximum of 15 nm. A small
fraction of the regenerative amplifier output is focused onto a
5-mm thick CaF2 crystal to provide an extended visible probe.
The pump and probe pulses are focused into spots of ~100 and
~50 m in diameter, respectively, at the sample position by
means of reflective optics in order to avoid degradation of the
instrument response function. The resulting pump-probe
cross-correlation signal is about 150 fs. The polarization of the
pump and probe beam are set at the magic angle (54.7°). After
passing through the sample, the probe beam is focused onto
the 80- m input slit of the Triax 190 spectrometer, while using
a 300 grooves/mm, 550-nm blaze wavelength grating and
focused onto a 1024 pixel CMOS array. Such a configuration
allows for a probe window extending from 350 nm to 750 nm
with a spectral resolution of 1.3 nm.

Figure 3: Absorbance spectra of the cytochrome b6f complex in its initial partially
reduced state (dark green) and after oxidation by ferricyanide (FeCN) (light green); and
their redox difference spectrum (black). The noise above 650 nm (black curve) is
associated with the scattering of the probe light passing through the capillary.

Results
At physiological pH, heme f in the cytochrome b6f complex is
fully reduced, while hemes bp and bn are fully oxidized, as
shown in Figure 3. The heme cn however has a redox potential
of approximately +100 mV, that is in between that of the heme
27
f and the b hemes (+355 mV and -130/-35 mV, respectively ).
The ratio of oxidized heme cn is therefore uncertain and any
evaluation of this ratio is rendered difficult due to its oxidized
minus reduced difference spectrum that is broad and
27
featureless in the spectral window.
These broad and
featureless spectral features of the heme cn are on the other
hand an advantage as it allows to unambiguously distinguish
the signal of the spectrally sharp -band of the heme f, which
is the focus of the present study. The addition of ferricyanide
28, 29
F CN
V
effectively oxidizes
all hemes (Figure 3).
While trying to access the heme f via excitation of its -band
around 520 nm, the Car and Chl a are predominantly excited.
Indeed, even if the main absorbance bands of Car and Chl a
are adjacent to this spectral region, most of the underling
absorbance at 520 nm is still ascribed to these two pigments
(Figure 3). Furthermore, as mentioned above, the reduced
heme cn also absorbs in this spectral region. However, with
respect to its spectral features, its signal is expected to be
broad, featureless and small compared to that of the heme f.
The main task is to differentiate the heme f signal from those
of Car and Chl a. In this aim we made use of the redox
properties of the heme f, as illustrated in Figure 3:
In its ferric (oxidized) state, heme f does not show
any absorbance band of significant amplitude in the
spectral window (450-700 nm), and is consequently
found to be unresponsive to laser excitation.

Figure 4: Extracted time-wavelength surface corresponding to the transient absorbance
change of the cyt b6f complex excited at 520 nm. The region affected by the pump
scattering is set to zero (500-540 nm).

-

In its ferrous (reduced) state, however, the heme
shows the typical and -bands that are responsive
to the excitation pulses.
As heme f is situated more than 30Å away from the b hemes,
heme cn, Car and Chl a, it is assumed to be isolated from the
dynamics of these chromophores. The spectral signature and
photo-induced dynamics of the hemes b and cn, Car and Chl a
are therefore assumed to be unaffected by the oxidation state
of heme f and are taken as a background that can be
subtracted. The isolated heme f signal is consequently resolved
by subtracting the data set corresponding to cyt b6f complex
fully oxidized by FeCN from that of the partially reduced b6f
complex: the heme f is reduced and hemes b are oxidized. The
resulting difference signal is shown in Figure 4. The absence of
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Figure 6: kinetics of the heme f and their global fit (smoothed lines) with a satisfactory
minimum of three exponential decay components with time constants shown in figure.
Figure 5: Transient spectra, from the extracted heme f signal, measured at multiple
time delays. Inset: Transient spectra normalized at 554 nm. The arrows represent the
spectral evolution of the signal: a negative and positive lobe appear over time around
550 and 560 nm, respectively. The scaled oxidized minus reduced heme f spectrum is
superimposed for comparison only (black dotted line).

a residual signal remaining from the much stronger Car around
580 nm or from Chl a in the 670 nm region (Figure 4) indicates
the effectiveness of the data treatment. The initial (raw) data
is shown in the Supplementary Information (SI, Figure S1). In
order to resolve of the evolving heme f signal, a selection of
transient spectra taken at different time delays is shown in
Figure 5. While the spectra measured at short times
correspond to the bleach of the heme f -band, those
measured at later times differ significantly in that a doublet
structure with maxima at 551 and 553 nm appears. The
spectral dynamics allude to multiple concomitant relaxation
routes. In order to deconvolute the different processes
involved in the heme f dynamics, the data set is analysed by
global fit of selected kinetics, as shown in Figure 6. The data
set is satisfactorily fit with a minimum of 3 exponential
components.
The heme f signal is analyzed via Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). The resulting Decay Associated Spectrum (DAS) is
shown in Figure 7. The same exponential decay components
are used to adequately fit both the kinetics from Figure 6 and
the resulting Eigen-kinetics from the SVD analysis.
While the 420 fs DAS component is characterized by a broad
negative featureless signal, the 2.1 and 5.7 ps DAS are
characterized by sharp features in the heme f -band region.
Despite the fact that none of these DAS can be directly
compared to the oxidized minus reduced heme f difference
spectrum, the sum of the 2.1 and 5.7 ps DAS results in a
spectrum that compares well with it. We deduce that the
signal generated in 2.1 ps (represented by the 2.1 ps DAS
component, Figure 7) decays concomitantly with the bleach
signal that resembles the heme f oxidized minus reduced
difference spectrum, in 5.7 ps.
The 2.1 ps DAS component has a bimodal feature with a zerocrossing point near the heme absorbance maximum, which is
typical of a band shift. As no other absorbance band besides
those of heme f are present in this spectral region, this 2.1 ps

Figure 7: DAS resulting from the SVD analysis of the heme f transient signals. The sum
of the 2.1 and 5.7 ps DAS components is shown (green dashed line) and is compared to
the scaled oxidized minus reduced heme f difference spectrum (black dotted line),
shown for comparison.

DAS is assigned to the shift of the heme f -band. It is noted
that the SVD analysis, by definition, is limited when it comes to
resolving gradual spectral changes that do not implicate
specific spectral species and clear deconvolution of the signals
requires a complementary fitting procedure. In order to verify
the hypothesis of a band shift, and to better understand the
nature and the evolution of this shift, the heme f region is fit at
each time delay with the heme f oxidized minus reduced
spectrum difference superimposed with a reconstructed shift
of the same band. The underlying assumption is that the heme
whose band is shifted retains both its coordination and
reduction state; in other words, the heme f remains ferrous
and 6-coordinated. The amplitude of the oxidized minus
reduced band (Ab), the amplitude of the band responsible for
the shift (As) and the magnitude of the shift (S) are kept as free
parameters. Examples of the fits are shown in Figure 8. Further
details of the fitting procedure as well as the quality of the fits
are presented in the SI.
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Discussion

Figure 8: Fitting results at 260 fs (A), 640 fs (B), 1.5 ps (C) and 4.3 ps (D). The fit (red
curves) to the data (gray curves) consists of the oxidized minus reduced spectrum of
heme f (blue curves) and the heme f band shift (green curves). The band shift itself is
the difference between the fixed heme f reduced minus oxidized spectrum (pink dotted
curves) and its shifted duplicate (purple dotted curves). The first panel also includes
fitting variables, the amplitude of the oxidized-reduced spectrum (Ab), the amplitude
of the band responsible for the shift (As), and the magnitude of the shift (S).

Figure 9: Time evolution of the fitting variables.

The evolution of the principal fitting variables is plotted in
F
T
Ab
As
corresponds to the amplitude of the band responsible for the
shift: negative and positive values indicate a blue and red shift,
respectively. The time evolution of the fitting variables are
now clearly resolved and are themselves fitted with an
adequate kinetic model, as discussed in the next section.
The band“I
“
changes progressively from an initial blue-shift of about -3.5
-shift, which
reaches a maximum of about +4.5 nm at ~5 ps. The shift then
relaxes concomitantly with the heme f bleach signal. The origin
of the band-shift as well as its possible correlation with the
bleach dynamics are also discussed subsequently.

Heme photo-dissociation? In order to tentatively assign the
different exponential components to particular processes we
first investigate the possibility of heme photo-dissociation as it
is one of the most common relaxation mechanisms that occur
in heme-proteins. The previously studied heme c1 from the cyt
bc1 complex, which is functionally analogous to heme f
considered in the present study, was suggested to photo20
dissociate one of its ligands, in accordance with previous
18, 19
studies on cyt c
and a variety of other heme proteins with
17
similar coordination states. Interestingly, the transient signal
monitored from heme f is clearly different from that of the
homologue heme c1. While the extracted DAS from the heme
20
18, 19
c1 in cyt bc1 and from the cyt c analysis
were dominated
by a broad ESA (positive) signal, the heme f analysis results in
three DAS that are apparently deprived of any such ESA. In
particular, the ~6 ps DAS component, corresponding to the
rebinding of the c-type heme in cyt bc1 and cyt c with their
axial ligand, was characterized by a photo-product (the 5-C
species) whose spectrum is red-shifted and much broader than
that of the oxidized 6-C species. However, similar signals are
not observed for the heme f. Furthermore it has been shown
via comparative vibrational spectroscopy that the
displacement of the heme f
impaired (compared to that of myoglobin which undergoes
15
photo-dissociation ) and that the heme itself was more
30
rigidly entrained by the protein. We consequently do not
expect the heme f to photo-dissociate with its axial ligand.
Heme photo-oxidation? It is the remarkable quality of the fits
in Figure 8 that directs our attention to photo-oxidation being
one of the major relaxation pathways, because it uses the
reduced minus oxidized heme f difference spectrum to
reproduce both bleach and shift. Fits of further time delays are
shown in SI. Yet photo-oxidation is generally a rare
phenomenon in single heme-proteins under visible light
17
excitation. It is however a common occurrence in artificial
31
quinone-substituted porphyrin monomers.
These model
systems exhibit clear pulse-limited charge separation states
with the electron being donated by the porphyrin ring to the
covalently bound quinone. The heme f in cyt b6f is also
surrounded by aromatic structures: it has a histidine and a
tyrosine axial ligand (His-25 and Tyr-1 in the green alga C.
14, 32
reinhardtii)
and is less than 5 Å away from a tryptophan
(Trp 4) and from another tyrosine (Tyr 161) residues (Figure 2).
The heme f therefore resembles the model systems studied by
Rodriguez et al. in that the heme is in close contact (Van der
Wall distances) with an aromatic ring. Both Trp and Tyr are
known to easily accommodate an extra electron onto their
33
34,
aromatic ring and to effectively serve as electron mediator.
35
In this hypothesis, the heme f would undergo a pulse-limited
photo-oxidation (i.e. charge separation) with one of the
adjacent amino acids. The process which occurs with a life
time of 5.7 ps, as resolved by the SVD analysis, thus
correspond in part to the subsequent charge recombination
(CR) between the ejected electron and the oxidized heme.
Using a qualitative approach to the relation between electron
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transfer rate and donor-acceptor distance ), the distance
between the heme and these adjacent amino-acids implies an
electron transfer rate of the order of few ps, which is in
agreement with this interpretation. Additionally, the presence
of aromatic residue 4 (in the present case, Trp-4, Figure 2) in
the vicinity of the heme iron center has been proposed to
stabilize the oxidized form of the heme via -based repulsive
14
negative electrostatic interaction with the iron atom. Such
electrostatic interaction suggests that if charge separation
occurs (photo-oxidization) the oxidized state of the heme is
stabilized. The life time of the charge separated state is
therefore expected to be in the ps-time range. In light of these
arguments we interpret the calculated 5.7 ps from the SVD
analysis as being representative of the CR between the photooxidized heme iron center and one of the surrounding amino
acid, which would then play the role of a transient electron
acceptor. However, the band shift implies the presence of
additional electronic and nuclear processes.
Heme vibrational relaxation? Beside photo-dissociation,
another common route for the heme-protein to relax is via
Vibrational Relaxation (VR), or
vibrational energy
19
redistribution, as it is the case for cyt c and other porphyrins.
This VR typically results in a band shift similar to the one
monitored. However, the underlying assumption in such a
band-shift is that the heme remains a 6-coordinated ferrous
31
heme. This process is thus parallel or consecutive to the
photo-oxidation mentioned in the present study. Rodriguez et
al. showed in their quinone-substituted porphyrin model
systems that the subsequent CR to the photo-oxidation results
31, 37
shifted spectrum.
The excess energy then dissipates via VR
and the spectrum blue-shifts to its original position. This
mechanism can explain the appearance of the red shift and its
relaxation ~5 ps onward. It however does not explain the initial
(pulse-limited) shift monitored as the band is initially shifted to
the blue (Figure 9). We thus conclude that not all heme f
undergoes photo-oxidation and that part of the excited hemes,
which still remain in their electronic and coordination states,
are rather instantaneously promoted to an (non-dissociative
and non-oxidative) excited state. This excited state then
relaxes and its transient signal is concomitantly overcome by
the red shifted vibrationally hot ground state resulting from
the CR pathway.
31
As mentioned by Rodriguez et al., it is not trivial to
differentiate between intra- and relaxation processes as both
can occur on a similar ps time scale. Furthermore, the heme f
is covalently attached to the cytochrome backbone and we
consequently cannot formally talk about intramolecular or
internal vibrational relaxation of the excited heme. Energy
transfer from the heme to the surrounding amino acids is then
expected and the shifts could readily result from the
reorganization of the heme environment rather than from an
internal electronic or nuclear modification. Fortunately, both
intra and intermolecular vibrational relaxation give rise to
band-shifts that are opposite in sign. In general terms, while
the blue-shift is representative of a weakening of the guesthost interaction, the red shift is usually representative of an

Figure 10: Kinetic model of the two parallel relaxation pathways. Panel A represents
the pulse-limited excitation of the ferrous heme that results in the initial blue-shifted
signal and its relaxation via Vibrational Relaxation (VR). Panel B shows the pulse-limited
photo-oxidation of the heme that result in the bleach signal and its subsequent charge
recombination (CR) and cooling via VR that give rise to the red-shift signal and its
decay. The decay rates krelax1, kcr and krelax2 are used to fit the kinetics of Figure 9. For
simplicity and visual purposes, the red-shaded areas represent where most of the
energy is expected to reside (in the heme surrounding, within the charge-separated
electron or on the heme itself), as discussed in the text.

expansion of the heme macrocycle from a vibrationally excited
31
ground state Interestingly, the data shows both a blue and a
red shift. We therefore each shift to specific mechanisms, and
propose two parallel mechanisms, as depicted in Figure 10.
In the first scenario, scheme A in Figure 10, the heme could
transfer the deposited energy to its environment, i.e. to the
surrounding amino acid residues, which would undergo
structural rearrangement. It has been shown that the heme f is
30
strongly coupled to the vibrational modes of the protein,
which is in agreement with an ultrafast radiationless energy
transfer mechanism. In addition, the monitored immediate
blue-shift of the band (Figure 9), indicates that this energy
transfer is pulse limited. The subsequent excited amino acid
residue would in turn affect the heme absorbance spectrum.
The magnitude of an electrochromic shift depends directly on
the distance and on the relative orientation of the changes in
38
dipole moment of both proteins involved. As the monitored
band-shift is relatively large ( 3.5 nm initially) and assuming
that it is solely due to the conformational changes of the
surrounding, the implicated amino acid residue has to be
adjacent to the heme and in proper orientation. Such an
occurrence is, in fact, common in heme-proteins. In particular,
it has been shown that the identity of the aromatic residue 4 in
the cyt f subunit does considerably affect the heme f -band
spectrum, up to 2 nm in static measurements, indicating that
the heme f
particular residue
14
(Trp 4 in our case). Furthermore, we point out that heme f is
ligated with the Tyr-1 residue via the N-terminal (amine group)
of the protein rather than with its organic substituent (such as
the aromatic ring in the case of His ligation). Displacement of
the Trp aromatic ring would therefore not affect the
coordination state of the heme but would affect the heme
spectrum. It has also been suggested that the heme pocket
39
undergoes structural rearrangement upon redox changes. It
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is therefore reasonable to expect structural rearrangement as
a result of light excitation.
In the second scenario, scheme B in Figure 10, since a similar
red-shift is also seen in free-based (devoid of metal center)
37
single porphyrins, we expect the extra energy to reside on
the heme macrocycle. This sudden energy increase would
40
result in a nuclear reorganization of the heme
31
some intraThe kinetic model of Figure 10 allows us to refine the different
reaction rates by fitting the curves in Figure 9 with the
following set of equations:
The bleach signal (blue curve in Figure 9) is fit as a
single exponential representing the CR, with a rate
kcr:

Ab (t )  Ab0  e kcr t

Figure 11: Reduced minus oxidized spectrum of heme f from cyt b6f (green)
superimposed with that of the heme c1 from cyt bc1 (blue). Their amplitude has been
-band magnitude. The difference spectrum is shown in black.

(1)
27

-

The shift signal (green curve in Figure 9) is fit as if the
initial blue shift originates solely from scheme A and
the later red shift is solely due to the relaxation
mechanisms of scheme B (Figure 10):

As (t )  Ablueshift (t )  Ared shift (t )

(2)

The blue and red shifts correspond to a first and second
sequential reaction, respectively:

Ablueshift (t )  As0  e krelax1t
Ared  shift (t )  Ab0 

(3)

kcr
 (e kcr t  e krelax 2 t )
(kcr  krelax2 )

(4)

We find that the relaxation rate from the initially excited state,
-1
-1
krelax1, is (2.5 ps) , the CR, kcr, is (5.3 ps) and the relaxation of
-1
the residual excess vibrational energy, krelax2, is (3.6 ps) . Note
that the initial excitation is taken as bein
Dirac function) since it is faster than our time resolution of
~100 fs. In either case, whether the heme structure is directly
modified (scheme B) or the heme spectrum is simply affected
by the reorganization of its surroundings (scheme A), it is
interesting that both relaxations are fast with a life time of
about 3 ps. From the initial amplitudes Ab0 and As0 of our
simplified model (Equation 1-4), we infer that about 85 % of
the excited hemes undergo photo-oxidation (scheme B), while
the remaining 15 % follow a non-dissociative, non-oxidative
relaxation pathway (scheme A).
Contribution of heme cn? Concerning the 420 fs component
resulting from the global fit and SVD analysis, it is important to
note that it differs from the sub-ps components monitored in
the photo-oxidation of the hemes b in the homologue cyt bc1
complex. Our 420 fs DAS component is not characterized by
any sharp features resembling that of the -band spectrum. It
also differs from the broad and featureless excited state
absorption signal that is anticipated if the heme would photodissociate, as it is negative. Indeed, a negative feature in
transient absorption can only be assigned to bleaching or to a
stimulated emission (SE) signal. Both a bleach and SE signal
from the heme f are expected to be spectrally characterized by
a sharp -band-like signal. This broad and featureless
spectrum is on the other hand characteristic of either the ferric

heme f or of the ferrous heme cn. However, it has been
shown in the cyt bc1 complex that the ferric state of the heme
20
b was not responsive to similar laser excitation. We therefore
do not expect the ferric heme f to yield any strong signal. Due
to the redox potential of the heme cn, which is approximately
27
+100 mV, it is possible that a fraction of these hemes were
initially in their ferrous state, as previously mentioned. In
order to verify this hypothesis we compared the static
spectrum of the heme f with that of its homologue, the heme
c1 form the cyt bc1. Shown in Figure 11 are the two hemes,
which, despite their distinct structure, are very similar. The
difference spectrum between the two species is characterized
by a broad and featureless band that corresponds in parts to
the previously reported reduced minus oxidized (i.e., ferrous)
27
heme cn.
The presence of ferrous heme cn implies that it is absorbing
part of the excitation energy and it can be expected to bleach.
Ultrafast electronic relaxation of these excited hemes cn would
then give rise to a transient signal that corresponds to our
monitored 420 fs DAS component seen in Figure 7, i.e. to a
broad and featureless negative band. However, the precision
of the data at early delay times does not allow for further
analysis. Complementary fluorescence and Raman analysis
would help in better understanding the data and are
underway. Furthermore, due to the distance separating heme
f and cn, the dynamics of the two hemes are assumed to be
independent and we emphasize that such possible
participation of the heme cn does not influence the heme f
analysis, which is the focus of this paper.
Mechanistic consequences. The behavior of the heme f from
cyt b6f differs significantly from that of its homologue heme c1
from cyt bc1. It was concluded that it is the unique structure of
the protein that dictates heme f
W
axial ligand to heme c1 was found to photo-dissociate, the
heme f apparently photo-oxidizes and undergo structural
reorganization that leads to a substantial band-shifts. Though
different in their structure and in their ultrafast relaxation
mechanisms, both the heme f from the cyt b6f and the heme c1
from the cyt bc1 complexes serve similar physiological
41, 42
purposes.
The present study thus shows that none of the
ultrafast behavior, i.e. photo-oxidation, photo-dissociation and
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structural rearrangement, is a limiting factor to the overall
electron transport and energy transduction mechanisms of the
protein that occur on a much longer time scale. With the aim
of linking the ultrafast behavior of the heme to the
physiological functions, our attention is then directed to the
protein backbone rather than to the heme itself. Indeed, since
both the heme f and the heme c1 are believed to mediate
electron transfer to the Rieske 2Fe-2S protein complex via a
41
series of conformational changes, the flexibility of the overall
subunit and in particular that of the heme binding pocket,
might have a role to play in this electron transfer. It was also
R
f
heme pocket may undergo structural rearrangement during
the redox changes, resulting in a change in the exposure to the
43
solvent
This Raman
study implies a certain flexibility of the structure. The
monitored band-shift in our analysis supports and extends this
conclusion by demonstrating that structural modification can
be ultrafast and stabilized within ps. As discussed above, a
significant band-shift requires specific molecular arrangements
and it is possible that similar structural relaxation processes
occur in the homologous heme c1, while leaving the heme
spectrum unchanged. It would then be interesting to
investigate what role ultrafast reorganization of the heme
binding-pocket has to play in the larger physiological processes
of the protein.
Another similarity between the hemes f and c1 is the apparent
lack of response of the ferric species to visible light excitation.
T
absorbance of the ferric species compared to the distinct band of the ferrous state. Note that in either case, ferric or
ferrous, the most intense absorption band (~400 nm) remains
nearly as intense. It would then be interesting to compare the
heme responses in the ferric and ferrous state to near-UV
excitation.
Finally, we point out the consistence in recovery life time
between the different hemes in the cyt bc1, cyt b6f, and other
heme proteins such as cyt c, myoglobin, etc. Indeed, beside
the distinct ultrafast (fs-ps) relaxation mechanisms that take
place, it seems that, as long as no exogenous ligands are
involved, the ferrous 6-C heme proteins are able to fully
recover from light excitation within tenths of pico-seconds.
The ability of the hemes to recover on a short time-scale
illustrates the general robustness of the embedded hemes in
response to light excitation.

reacting hemes f undergo pulse-limited photo-oxidation (< 100
fs), with the electron acceptor most probably being one of the
adjacent aromatic amino acid residues. After charge
recombination in 5.3 ps, the residual energy is dissipated in 3.6
ps. In a parallel pathway the remaining 15 % of the hemes
directly relax from the excited sate in 2.5 ps. Both excited
states give rise to significant opposite spectral band-shifts.
In comparison to the photo-dissociation of heme c1 of the
homologous cyt bc1 complex, there is no evidence that the
heme f also photo-dissociates from its axial ligand. The unusual
ultrafast response of the heme f is solely attributed to its
specific environment and more specifically to the unusual
tyrosine axial ligand. As both species, cyt b6f and cyt bc1
complexes, are performing very similar physiological role, we
conclude that neither the photo-dissociation nor photooxidation are instrumental or detrimental to the overall
functions of the proteins.
Furthermore, this study, by the fact that it uses microfluidic
technologies and complementary analytical methods, opens
the door to a broad range of multiheme proteins that were up
to now not suitable for ultrafast spectroscopic investigation. In
comparison to other heme-proteins, heme f is a remarkable
example of unusual ultrafast physical response and as such
illustrates the strong dependence between heme behavior and
structural environment.
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